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sports hall - paul & perrianne brownback, stuart
& irene bell - resilient leadership

safer, healthier culture does not happen by accident. as the church, we are
called to reflect the character and behaviour of Jesus. to do this in a way
that sets and maintains our culture requires constant attention and effort.
this co-lab will explore six foundational elements of healthy cultures in any
context.

derbyshire - thomas åleskjær
generational potential

butterley 1 - justin humphreys
planting in fertile ground: seeing the fruit of
healthy church

butterley 2 - paul & joy blundell
leading a church that brings renewal to all things

sports hall - louis kotze
church health

derbyshire hall - dave niblock
we need young people

butterley 2 - joy blundell & perrianne brownback
paying attention, renewing our minds for the
renewal of all things

keynote 1 - louis kotze

monday schedule

celebration - thomas åleskjær

bursting

lunch
keynote 2 - jeannie benger
filled with hope

special session - marie-louise aitken

refreshments

why alpha, why now

co-labs
dinner

filled through abundance and lack

bedrooms available at 15:00

keynote 3 - dave niblock

tuesday schedule

celebration - paul benger

food for the city

refreshments
encounter session

lunch
co-labs

dinner

it’s time to seek the lord

dave belll with paul and perrianne brownback

refreshments & free time

ground level vision

wednesday schedule

refreshments

filled up to pour out
keynote 4 - thomas åleskjær

co-labs
monday 16:30

this co-lab will provide material from decades of leadership experience. It
will bring practical insights gained to do with the inner strength of the
leader and the ability of the leader to negotiate different seasons and
challenges of church life.

how generational thinking is at the very centre of God’s heart - and a
surprising cultural shift that serves the church with a unique opportunity

paul and joy walk through the possibilities for kingdom transformation in
your community through the equipping and sending of the saints into all
spheres of society.

tuesday 13:30

exploring the basic building blocks for cultivating healthy churches that reflect
God’s love and purpose.

unlocking the power of youthfulness in a local church.

what does the bible actually say about baptism in the holy spirit, how do we
pray for this to occur and how do we steward the charismatic in our
services and gatherings? a co-lab to re-ignite us all to see a truly spirit filled
church.

take a journey with perrianne to an integrated worldview of ourselves,
God and all of creation.

conference
programme

information
all main sessions take place in the sports hall
refreshments are served in the bar area
morning prayer will be in butterley 1
a creche is available during the main sessions in the
kinder room

for more
information
please
download our
conference
app! scan here

07:00 morning prayer

morning prayer07:00

butterley 1 - theology forum
cultivating the charismatic in the church

15:15 team leader cohorts


